
What to ask the dealer when purchasing a Diamond to get the best 

value out of your money. 

 

First and most important is to ask for the diamond size, usually when purchasing 

online pictures can be a little bit confusing. so asking for the size of the diamond 

will have a big effect on the diamond price. Of course the bigger the diamond the 

costly is gets. 

 

Second to the size comes the color. diamonds are  graded also by their color, the 

colors variation from d to k, the color will be the wait and most expensive When 

selecting D color while purchasing a daimond going down to K color should be 

less expensive diamonds. And it will show a little bit off yellow color to it 

 

The third Parameter you should take Into consideration Is the impurity of the 

diamond. 

Diamonds often has Eternal impurities which are not always visible to the naked 

eye. 

When a diamond has no impurities( flawless diamond) That's the highest level of 

Value  

Impurity will be graded as:    

 IF        = Internally Flawless 

Vvs1 

Vv2 

Vs1 

Vs2 

Si1 

Si2    = inclusions are visible to the naked eye 

I1 

I2    = big  internal inclusions 

 



Last but not least, the ''make'' of the Diamond (how it's being polished) has also 

effect on the price,  

the highest make you can get for your Diamond is graded buy:’’excellent make’’ 
and this grading also goes down with the price when you can purchase the same 

 Diamond With a poor make at a lower price 

So, here are the make gradings; 

Excellent   (most expensive)  

Very good  

Good  

Poor 

Fair          (less expensiv) 

 

Anyway always when purchasing the Diamond ask for the diamond certification 

that will show all the parameters we have mentioned.  

A good reliable certification Institute is the GIA  which stand for Gemology 

Institute of America 

Ok, new you have all the information the seller have, hope this was helpful and 

increases your money value on your next perches  .  

 


